Why a Hittite cuneiform clay tablet?

The invention of writing—together with the invention of the wheel—can be considered one of the most important driving forces in human development.

Hittite was spoken in Asia Minor and parts of the Middle East in the 2nd millennium BC. The Hittites wrote in cuneiform, a kind of syllabic script. Thousands of clay tablets have been preserved: In contrast to paper or modern electronic storage media, burnt clay tablets can be kept for a very long time (depending on the climate).

Hittite also has the advantage that there is a *genus commune* for men and women. The basic text of the tablets reads:

\[UM.MA\ AQ.BI\ handatarassar.es\ nu\ XY\ hanna.zza\ eszi.\]

„Thus say the coordinators: XY is a learned person.“

After the particle *nu*, the name of the doctoral researcher is written. Depending on the tablet and the length of the name, the line breaks may vary.

For further reading if you are interested:
